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Outcomes
Increased effectiveness at identifying and uncovering new
opportunities to generate extra revenue and profit

L4 Sales Executive Apprenticeship
This Apprenticeship is designed for employees who work in
Business to Business or Business to Consumer markets with
the responsibility to sell a specific product line or service.

Avoidance of unnecessary delays, stalls and impediments to
successful sales and profitable industry alliances
Reduced sales cycles, resulting in more accurate forecasting and
improved cashflow
Improved ability to differentiate from competitors and command
premium prices

A Sales Executive is an individual with responsibility to sell a
specific product line or service. They plan their sales activities,
lead the end-to-end sales interaction with the customer and
manage their sales internally within their organisation. They will
be responsible for; retaining and growing a number of existing
customer accounts, and generating new business by contacting
prospective customers, qualifying opportunities and bringing
the sales process to a mutually acceptable close.
Sales Executives operate in organisations of all sizes across all
sectors and markets, including Technology, Media, Medical
Science, Life Sciences, Pharmaceutical, Recruitment, Fast Moving
Consumer Goods, Utilities, and the Automotive Sector.

Enhanced communication with prospects and customers
resulting in longer-lasting win-win relationships
Better representation of your company’s brand and reputation
within the industry

Our Trainers
Our training team are experienced sales leaders and advisors on sales
strategy to companies throughout the UK. They are regular speakers and
presenters on topics from social selling and digital prospecting to closing,
account management, sales management and beyond. Our sales team
have backgrounds in advanced materials, pharmaceutical, healthcare, and
industrial equipment sectors.

Our trainers have track records in learning and
development, working with companies to
leverage LinkedIn and social media as part of their
sales processes and advising owners, MDs and
directors in start-ups, scale-ups, established SMEs,
and global corporations on sales strategy.

Apprenticeship details
“I was able to get new appointments
with managing directors and buyers
at potential customers we'd either
never heard of before or who were
already buying from competitors!”
Emma Swaffer

Course length

15 months plus End Point Assessment

Cost

£6000

Delivery

weekly online lectures and tutorials

Content

Key knowledge Skills and Behaviors
required for effective sales

Output

e-portfolio evidencing the KSB’s

Assessment

End Point Assessment consisting of a sales project, sales
presentation, and a professional discussion
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